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STATEMENT FROM DIGNITY AND POWER NOW ON THE
SENTENCING OF FORMER L.A. COUNTY SHERIFF LEE BACA
Los Angeles, CA – The following statement is from Dignity and Power Now
and the Coalition to End Sheriff Violence in L.A. Jails on the judge’s decision
to sentence former Los Angeles County Sheriff Lee Baca to three years in
state prison after being found guilty on charges of obstruction of justice and
conspiracy, as well as a lying charge he had already admitted to in the deal with
prosecutors.
“No amount of prison time for Baca will right all of the wrongs that many
have suffered at the hands of the sheriff’s department under his
leadership.
While Baca’s sentence leaves those who have experienced abuse at the
hands of the sheriff’s department feeling vindicated there is still a deep
feeling of dissatisfaction.
Sheriff Baca not only lied to the FBI, but he lied to the community he was
elected by when claiming that the brutality their loved ones experienced
was justified and that the oversight that existed at the time was the gold
standard of transparency.
Make no mistake--Baca’s sentence will not stop the corruption and
misconduct still taking place within the sheriff’s department.
Three years in prison cannot make up for almost two decades of
corruption and brutality under Baca's leadership and the fact that the
current sheriff cannot even provide a list of problematic deputies to the
courts without being challenged by the sheriffs’ union are the clearest
signs that there is still much work to be done.

In order to avoid repeating having another Baca situation, the Civilian
Oversight Commission must have subpoena power to inform the
community, hold deputies accountable and hopefully keep violence by
deputies at bay.
True justice and movement forward would be an effective Civilian
Oversight Commission with the power to subpoena the sheriff’s
department.
Dignity and Power Now, the organization largely responsible for the
creation of the Civilian Oversight Commission and for Baca’s conviction
through our Coalition to End Sheriff Violence in L.A. Jails, stands with
incarcerated people and their loved ones as we continue to urge the Los
Angeles County Board of Supervisors for subpoena power.
Baca may be headed to prison but the work on behalf of incarcerated
people in L.A. County jails and their loved ones continues.”
###

DIGNITY AND POWER NOW (DPN) is a grassroots organization based in Los
Angeles that fights for the dignity and power of incarcerated people, their
families, and communities. In doing so, DPN wages a fight for everyone because
the prison industrial complex forms an imaginative limit on everyone’s capacity to
envision freedom and liberation. More at www.dignityandpowernow.org
THE COALITION TO END SHERIFF VIOLENCE IN LA JAILS is an alliance of
over a dozen Los Angeles County community organizations who are building a
movement to end state violence and mass incarceration. Since its inception the
coalition has had four demands:
•
•
•
•

Implement independent civilian oversight of Los Angeles County Sheriff’s
Department
Decarcerate the LA County jail system
Stop Jail Expansion
Respect the civil and human rights of incarcerated people

